ALPHABETIC LETTER-SHIFTS
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A. ROSS ECKLER
Mar ristown, New Jersey
It has been known for at least fifteen year s that certain words can
be translated into other words by shifting each letter the same numbe r
of steps along the alphabet - - thus, the letters of CHEE R shifted for
ward seven steps yield JOLL Y, and the letter s of IRK shifted thirteen
steps, VEX. (As sume that the alphabet is arranged in a circle so that
A follows Z.) Strangely, little logological research has been done in
this area; this article attempts to show what can be done by hand, and
how much more might be accomplished by digital computer.
For words of three or four letters, it is not too difficult to find
shift-pairs. For example, the 541 three-letter words in the Merriam
Webster Pocket Dictionary, conveniently listed in the Word Builder 1 s
Handbook (Computer Puzzle Library, Fort Worth, Texas) , with the
overlooked boldface entry NOS added, yield 185 shift-pairs. These
corne in thirteen varieties according to the number of steps in the alpha
bet between the two words:

1 add/bee, nee / off, nos / opt, ohm/pin, dud/eve, nod/ope, end/foe,
its/jut
2 ice/keg, rye/tag, lye /nag, eye / gag, dye /fag, rum/two, asp/cur
3 boo/err, elm/hop, lab/ode, box/era, orb/rue, lob/ore, fob/ire,
bob/ere, ply/sob, pry/sub
4 woo/as s, lac/peg, lap/pet, hag/lek, wen/air, hap/let, pep/tit,
hep/lit, jet/nix, bet/fix, sap/wet, cap/get, owl/ sap, rap/vet,
awn/ear, rat/vex, oat/sex, ark/dun, paw/tea, law/pea, pea/tie,
lea/pie, haw /lea
5 not/sty, ado/fit, adz/fie, don/its
6 nil/tor, him/nos, gin/mot, fin/lot, din/jot, bin/hot, win/cot,
fir/lox, sue/yak, boy/hue, lug/ram, boa/hug, dug/jam, bug/ham,
mix/sod, won/cut, log/rum, via/bog, bog/hum, don/jut. burn/has,
pun/vat, nun/tat, ion/out, gun/mat, bun/hat, fur/lax, bus/hay
7 bee/ill, tee/all, him/opt, hot/ova, gnu/nub, hub/obi, yen/flu,
lit/spa, par/why, mar/thy, hew/old, lax/she, bed/ilk
8 egg/moo, add/ill, sad/ail, gad/oil, fad/nil, oaf/win, ego/mow,
sow/awe, use/cam, god/owl, owl/wet, sod/awl, log/two, tat/bib,
fat/nib, bat/jib, law/tie, haw/pie, jay/rig, hay/pig, bay/jig
9 tip/cry, nip/wry, kip/try, sir/bra, ire/ran, irk/rat, rib/ark,
rid/arm, lie/urn, ilk/rut, elk/nut
10 wee/goo, see/coo, her/rob, buy/lei, emu/owe, hem/row, mud/wen,
set/cod, cud/men, fen/pox, wet/god, sew/cog, Jew/tog, rut/bed,
put/zed, hut/red, but/led
11 odd/zoo, tab/elm, axe/lip, ant/lye, tnt/eye, hen/spy, pit/ate,
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hep/spa, nth/yes, ape/lap, pet/ape, pat/ale
12 hop/tab, tor /fad, cot/oaf, hip/tub, dip/pub, rip/dub, air /mud,
coy / oak, job/van, hob /tan, fob / ran, gym/ sky, hod/tap, god/ sap,
ash/met, awl/mix, dog/pas, via/hum, ask/mew, fib/run, bib/nun,
rib/dun, did/pup, dig/pus, pig/bus
13 bin/ova, ant/nag, tnt/gag, bar/one, vex/irk, she/fur
Note that the categories are substantially different in size; it is not too
hard to suggest a reason for this. The great majority of three-letter
words are of the form consonant-vowel- consonant, and the five largest
categories all correspond to steps between vowels: 4 steps (A to E, E
to 1),6 steps (Ito 0,
to U, U to A), 8 steps (A to 1),10 steps (E to
0, U to E) and 12 steps (0 to A, I to U).

°

Sometimes, three or more three-letter words are all shift-pairs:
for example., LA W shifted 4 steps bex:omes PEA, PEA shifted 4 steps
be comes TIE, and TIE shifted 18 steps become s LA W. The complete
list of groups of three follows:
add( 1) bee( 7) ill( 18)
him( 6)nos( 1) opt( 19)
elm( 3) hop( 12) tab( 11)
bin( 6) hot( 7) ova( 13)
mud( 10) wen( 4) air ( 12)
oaf( 8) win( 6) cot( 12)
ant ( 11 ) lye ( 2) nag ( 13)
tnt(11)eye(2)gag(13)

fad{ 8) nil( 6) tor( 12)
hep ( 4) Iit ( 7) spa ( 15)
log(6) rum(2)two( 18)
bed( 7) ilk( 9) rut( 10)
nun{ 6) tat{ 8) bib( 12)
fob( 3) ire (9) ran( 14)
irk ( 9) rat( 4) vex( 13)
don( 5) its ( 1) jut( 20)

via(6) bog( 6) hum(14)
ape( 11)lap{4)pet( 11)
law( 4) peat 4) tie { 18)
fur( 6) lax( 7) she( 13)
rib(9)ark{3)dun( 14)
haw( 4) lea( 4) pie{ 18)
bus(6)hay(8)pig( 12)
mix ( 6) sad ( 8) a wI ( 12 )

There is even one remarkable group of four: god( 8) owl( 4) sap( 4)
wet( 10).
By enlarging the vocabulary, one can find even larger multiple
groups. For example, us ing Jack Levine I s list of 996 three-letter
words in "A List of Words Containing No Repeated Letters" and 180
more in \1 A List of Pattern Words of Lengths Two Through Nine"
(all three-letter words in Webster 1 s Second and Third together with
derived forms) , one can construct a group of eight:
dan ( 1 ) Ebo ( 3) he r ( 1 ) if s ( 2) Kh u ( 1 ) L i v ( 6) rob ( 3) ur e ( 9)
(The word IFS most commonly appears in phrases such as
order s unque stioningly - - with no ifs, ands or buts 11 • )
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Follow my

A group of eight words which are mutual shift-pairs is a long way
from the theoretical maximum of 26. Digressing for a moment from
the main di scus sian (this paragraph can be skipped without 10 s s of con
tinuity) , is it possible to rearrange the alphabet to get closer to this
goal? A lowe r bound can be provided by formulating another problem:
arrange the alphabet so that the maximum number of three-letter words
can be read off as embedded trigrams. If one considers only Merriam
Webster Pocket Dictionary words, the maximum appears to be 12,
achieved in a number of different ways (strings bounded by / can be
permuted in any order):
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:iir /mud,
), god/sap,
'un, bib/nun,

cadz / gnub / vimp / thex / frowl / sky
cadz / jignub / spyx / them / frowl
vimprow1adz / gnub / thex / sky

+j,q
+ v,k,q
+ j,q,f,c

By using words from Webster's Second or Third, or the OED, it ought
to be possible to increase this to 15. How about it, word buffs?
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To find four-letter word shift-pairs, it is necessary to sort words
into 17576 (= 26 3 ) boxes instead of 676; furthermore, there are more
words to deal with. For these reasons, the vocabulary has been re
stricted to the Merriam- Web ster Pocket Dictionary - - the 184,3 words
in the Word Builder' s Handbook, 6 boldface entries that they omitted
(BLED, BRED, DIES, NEVI, NOES, POOH) , and 388 derived words
not in boldface (mostly plurals of three-letter Pocket words). There
are 113 shift-pairs, again in thirteen varietie s:
1 adds/beet, ants/bout, star/tubs, czar/dabs, ohms/pint
2
3 Arab/dude, cold/frog, crop/furs, dolt/grow, dory/grub, folk/iron,
molt/prow, perk/shun, pixy/slab, roar/Urdu, pelt/show
4 dawn/hear, dank/hero, lean/pier, fang / jerk, gale /kepi, punk/tyro,
hewn/liar, lawn/pear,sera/wive, opal/step, open/stir, pawn/tear
5 fizz/knee
6 buff/hall, buts/ hazy, bomb/hush, gulf/marl, hymn/nest, lion/rout,
loch/ruin, moly/sure, quay/wage, wile/cork, wily/core, wits/cozy,
wolf/curl, ails/gory, foam/lugs, oafs/ugly, loam/rugs
7 ibex/pile, link/spur, ling/spun, zebu/glib
8 hawk/pies, talk/bits, task/bias, loaf/tWin, weal/emit, sulk/acts,
calk/kits, vans/diva
9 crib/lark, gird/pram, sire /bran, slip/bury, trek/ cant, trig / carp
10 beef/loop, deed/noon, seed/coon, idem/ snow, jehu/tore, meet /wood
11 paid/alto, path/ales, etch/pens, rape/clap, raps/clad, hats/sled,
spat/dale, spit/date, spot/daze, hide/stop, itch/tens, stun/defy,
hint/stye, eats/pled, then/espy, pets/aped
12 dodo/papa, pops/babe, dido/pupa, rids/dupe, road/damp,
robs/Dane, firs/rude, gift/surf, gobs/sane, jogs/vase, ribs/dune,
tins /fuze, tons /faxe, hips /tube, hods /tape, jobs /vane, toys / fake,
tors/fade, boas/name, fibs/rune, figs/ruse
13 balk/onyx, pent/crag, envy/rail, sync/flap, gnat/tang, reef/errs
GNA T - TANG is also a transpo sition-pair (actually, a rever sal), Note
that no two- step example s could be found; furthermore, no groups of
three words that are mutual shift-pairs appeared. However, such
groups can be quickly constructed by adding words from Webster' s
Second or Third: opal(4)step(11)depa(11), moly(3)prob(3)sure(20),
fume( 9) Odin( 5) tins( 12). It is likely that a group of four four-letter
words that are mutual shift-pairs can be found.
For five-letter or longer words, a complete survey of shift - pair s
becomes exceedingly tedious to do by hand, even for Pocket Dictionary
words; it would be most useful to program a computer to do the job,
using the Air Force tape of Webster ' s Second as input vocabulary.
However, by using probability models, one can predict the likelihood of
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success in searching for shift-pairs in advance of having the computer
do the work. (Non-mathematical readers may skip the next paragraph.)
As sume that n k-letter words are di stributed at random in 26 k - 1
boxes, with each box having an equal probability of being selected,
and define m = n/26 k - 1 , the average number of words per box. Prob
ability theory state s that, on the average, a fraction exp( - m) of the
boxes will contain no words, a fraction mexp( -m) of the boxes will con
tain exactly one word, a fraction (m 2 /2) exp( - m) of the boxes will con
tain exactly two words, and in general a fraction (mih!) exp( -m) of
the boxes will contain exactly i words. Although it is unlikely that this
model is completely accurate (for example, words beginning with two
identical letters are rather rare, leading to 26 k - 2 underfilled boxes),
its performance in practice is surpri singly good:
3 Letters

4 Letters

Number of boxe s with
i words
Actual
Predicted

o
1
2

3
4

292
252
107
24
1

304
244
97
26
5

Number of boxes with
i words
Actual
Predicted
15422
2011
113

15476
1970
125
5

There is some evidence that large groups appear Ie s 8 of\en than ex
pected; this is probably 'related to the limited number of vowels in the
alphabet.
In any event, it seems reasonable to use this probability model to
predict the number of shift-pair s that might reasonably be found if a
computer search were to be made on words of five or more lette rs.
For five letters, there are 2804 Pocket Dictionary words listed in the
Word Builde r' s Handbook (afte r adding A ROSE, A UGE R. AUG HT ,
BASES, FAKER, IONIC, VILLI and WOMEN and deleting CASUS) ;
extrapolating to allow for inferred forms in the same proportion as
was found for four-letter words. there is a total vocabulary of 3392.
The predicted number of shift-pairs in a vocabulary of this size is 12.5.
In Language on Vacation (Scribner r s, 1965), Dmitri Borgmann
actually managed to dis cover 20 Pocket Webste r shift- pairs:
cheer( 7) jolly
spots( 11) dazed
sleep (9) bunny
s pit s ( 1 1) date d
munch( 6) satin

gulls ( 6) mar ry
wheel ( 7) dolls
banjo( 4) ferns
mills (6) sorry
sheer( 1) tiffs

nulls ( 6) tar ry
wolfs(6) curly
muffs(6) sally
touch( 12) fagot
cubed( 10) melon

chain( 6) ingot
pecan(4)tiger
bulls ( 6) har ry
fills ( 6) lorry
wile 8 ( 6) corky

Although this is not too inconsistent with the expected numbe r of 12.5,
one must remember that the actual number of shift-pairs is even larger,
as Dmitri did not make a complete search. Thus, it is worth asking
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why the model underestimates the true number of shift-pairs in this
case.
One possibility is that the number of derived words has been under
estimated. However, a more plausible explanation is that the assump~
Hon that ap boxe s have an equal chance of attracting words is wrong.
Half of the twenty shifts have six steps, a number already noted in con
nection with vowel-spacing in the alphabet. Furthermore, the distance
between Sand Y is also six, and there are many five-letter words with
the pattern abccY which match well with plurals of four-letter words
with the pattern abcc.
To check out the possibility that words with the pattern abccd ac
count for the excess of shift-pairs, I sorted the 268 Pocket Webster
words of this type into their 13800 (= 25x24x23) boxes and found a total
of 13 shift-pairs: the 10 listed by Dmitri, plus Jimmy(6)posse,
bolls ( 6) hurry and luffs (6) rally. The expected numbe r of shift- pairs
to be found in 268 words is only 2.6; in othe r words, the observed ex
cess of five-letter shift-pairs can be fully accounted for by this pattern
alone!
Even though it is impossible to do a complete search for shift-pairs
by hand, a partial search can still be conducted through the most likely
patterns of k-letter words. For example, does the re exi st a g roup of
three five-letter words all of which are shift-pairs? Levine lists 7017
five-letter nonpattern words (words with all letters different) taken
from Webster' s Second and a few specialized dictionaries; these must
be dis!ributed among 303600 (= 2 5x24x2 3x22) boxe s. Using the formu
la (m /6)exp(-m), with m = 7017/303600, to predict the expected num
ber of successes, one discovers that it is only 0.6, Since there is a
good chance that no triple s will be found, this is not a particularly
fruitful list to search. Instead, one can consider the list of 1287 words
with patte rn abccd or the list of 1111 words with patte rn abcbd in
Levine I s I' A List of Pattern Words of Lengths Two Through Nine" ;
these should yield 1.7 and 1,1 groups of three mutual shift-pairs, on
the average. However, the quickest search for a group of three is
among the 141 words with pattern abccb in Levine; one expects 1.0
successes, and when this list was searched the triple gobbo( 12)
sanna(4)werre(10) appeared.
Allowing for inferred words with enlarged Pocket Webster word
counts (using the experience with four-lette r words as a guide) , one
predicts 1.01 six-letter shift-pairs and 0.05 seven-letter shift-pairs
from this dictionary. Dmitri Borgmann lists FUSION( 6) LA YOUT and
ABJURER( 13) NOWHERE as the only Pocket Webster examples known;
if the se predictions are to be believed, it is quite remarkable that the
latter example was found!
By sele ctive searching in Levine, it is not too hard to locate addit
ional six-letter shift-pairs in Web'ster l s Second or Third:
biffin( 6) hallot
THEm( 6) zor ros

cadda w( 8) kill ie
sappan( 4) wetter

pyrryl( 2) rattan
hazzan( 4) ledder
wiggin( 6) commot cazzan( 4) gedder
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Sim.ilarly, PURPURA( 13) CHECHEN is a seven-letter shift-pair.
Is there an eight-letter shift-pair in Webster I s Second or Third?
The table below (which can be skipped by the non- m.athem.atical read
er) sum.m.arizes the chances of finding a shift-pair in the Levine word
lists. The colum.n II pattern type'l indicates the letter repetitions in
the word class, and the colum.n 'lbest pattern of type 'l indicates (by
exam.ple) the m.anner in which the duplicated letters are distributed in
the word.
Patte rn
Ty-pe

2
3
4
22
23
24
33
222
223
224
2222

Be.s.t. Patte rn
of Type
children
strength
lim.iting
m.aharaja
bor rowed
defeated
locofoco
recesses
m.aintain
deferred
lavalava
beribed

Num.ber of
Words

8291
1938
307
34
317
61
7
11
49
17

25
27

Num.ber of
Boxes

2422728000
127512000
6375600
303600
6375600
303600
13800
13800
303600
13800
600
13800

Expected Num.be r
of Shi ft Pair s

0.014
0.015 ( 8)
0.007 ( 5)
0.002
( 2)
0.008 ( 17)
0.006 (l0)
0.002 ( 5)
0.004 ( 7)
0.004 ( 11)
0.010 ( 2)
0.500 ( 1)
0.026 (1)

In this table, the expected num.ber of shift-pairs from. the com.m.onest
pattern of each type is given, followed (in parentheses) by a m.ultipli
cative factor to include all patterns of that type. The total expectation
is equal to the sum. of the products - - in this case, 0.997 shift-pairs.
It is quite clear that the first place to look for an eight.-letter shift

pair is am.ong the 25 words with pattern abcbabcb, for half the total
expectation of success (0.5) resides in that one group! In fact, there
does exist an eight-letter shift-pair with this pattern: WILIWILI( 6)
COROCORO. The effort involved in locating a second eight-letter
shift-pair (if, indeed, one exists) is far greater, and is best left to
the com.puter.
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